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Abstract— This paper presents image conversion, including C++ implementation, memory constraints, and floatingpoint support to integrate in the accelerators or co-processors environment. A new function of converting an image
file to data file (.dat) using OpenCV to optimize image processing systems on the TMS320C6713 DSK digital signal
processor (DSP) has been developed. The image of all formats and all sizes can be converted efficiently to suite the
end user requirements. The function so created supports both 8-bit (uint8) and 16-bit (uint16) raw pixel depth formats
for uploading the image data in the DSP environment. The converted image is then loaded to the DSP and a contrast
stretching filter is applied to enhance the contrast of the image. The results obtained are studied for possible
implementation in real-time applications.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Image processing [1] is a multi-disciplinary subject, which has potential applications in many areas of science,
engineering and technology, viz., biomedical, space, military, vision, biometrics, etc. Image processing helps to enhance
an image or to extract hidden information from an image. In this paper, image conversion including C++ implementation,
memory constraints and floating-point support to integrate with different embedded platforms like DSP, was carried out.
In embedded system image processing [2], the input image, such as video frame or photograph, gives an output which
can be either an image or one of the associated characteristics of that image. The image-processing techniques consider
the image as a two-dimensional signal and apply some of the standard signal-processing methods on it. Most of the
advanced embedded platforms process the images in hex file format. In embedded environment, the system‟s limited
power and size must be used efficiently to achieve real-time processing [3]. Real-time systems, based on DSPs for
enhanced full-featured image recognition system without any requirement of additional sensor, have been developed
efficiently [4].
At present, many dedicated software like MATLAB, Vivado, OpenCV, etc., are available for embedded system
programming. Among these languages, OpenCV (Open Computer Vision) [5, 6], a well documented and vibrant open
source C++ library growing with new computing technology applications, was designed and originally developed by
Intel and now supported by Willow Garage, has a huge computational efficiency with a strong focus on real-time
applications. It is a free source library for both commercial and non-commercial uses, which provides a simple-to-use
computer vision infrastructure that helps build fairly sophisticated vision and real time image processing systems.
OpenCV is written in optimized C and can take advantage of multi-core processors [7]. Implementation of such useful
library on an embedded processor like DSP makes it possible to achieve real-time image processing without any
bottlenecks in the software part.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some of the work already carried out in this field is presented. Section
3 explains the steps and method used for conversion of an image to .dat file with OpenCV interface. Section 4 gives a
detailed view about the contrast stretching using a linear contrast stretching transformation. In Section 5, the
implementation, results, and their performance evaluation were described. Section 6 deals with results and discussions.
II. RELATED WORK
The current I/O routines for basic image conversion which works with 8-bit gray scale BMP and TIFF images under C
were discussed in [8]. Miano illustrates the complete instruction set to read/ write various 2D image formats [9] for the
coding process. In MATLAB, the „imread‟ [10] function is used for importing the graphics data file into the workspace.
In this work, conversion of an image into a data file was carried out using endiness architecture. The memory storage
was handled by two different types of endiness, namely Big endian and Little endian [11, 12]. The types of endianess are
differentiated by the order in which the converted sequential bytes are stored in the memory [13]. Considering OpenCV,
it is an vibrant open source environment which can be adopted with different API‟s based on the user‟s requirements and
also allows the usage of many new API for different hardware modules like GPU, Microsoft Kinect Fusion, Mobile
devices, DSP, FPGA, etc., for real-time parallel processing of high resolution 4-channel imaging [14]. Throne and
Grasset [15] carried out a comparative study between Numpy/scipy library, OpenCV phython wrapper library and native
C implemented OpenCV library and evaluated them based on their performance and usability. Xie and Lu [16] explain
most of the OpenCV image processing tools available with an elaborate theory of „IplImage Data Structure‟. Pant et al.
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carried out an encryption of an image using a method that combines existing Arnold transformation [17] with a defined
pointer to transverse image data. The OpenCV platform allows transformation of a pixel in an image from one format to
the other using CUDA on GPU in a concurrent method rather than a sequential method [18]. Recently, real-time
processing of images is required for embedded applications such as automotive applications, robotics, entertainment, etc.
The embedded image acquisition systems [19, 20] have advantages of small volume and high stability. The strong signal
processing ability of DSP systems gave a solid foundation for processing image information in real-time. To realize realtime processing of image recognition on such systems, we need optimized libraries for embedded processors. Some of
the basic theories of digital image processing were discussed [21-24]. Occurrence of low quality digital images due to
low lightning condition is still a common problem. These low quality images can be enhanced effectively using a
contrast stretching algorithm. Implementing such an algorithm in an embedded processor like beagle board was carried
out for giving a high quality image from a low quality image [25].
Implementation of such vibrant open source library on an embedded processor like DSP makes it possible to achieve
real-time image recognition. To make use of the library functions of OpenCV, the libraries (.dll files) of OpenCV must
be configured first into any compiler. In this work, it was done into the Microsoft Visual Studio Professional 2010.
III. DATA CONVERSION APPLICATION IN DSK
To load an image (which is to be processed) into the DSP kit, first we have to convert the image into the hex (.dat)
format as the DSP processors in particular the Texas Instrument based TMS320C6713 DSK accepts an image in hex (.dat)
format only.
A. Steps in Data Conversion
The function SAVE_CCS_DATA_FILE was created for image conversion. It supports both 8-bit (uint8) and 16-bit
(uint16) raw pixel depth formats for uploading the image data in the DSP environment. The OpenCV library function
highgui is mainly used for this conversion. The following steps were followed for the conversion of the image:
Step 1: The image to be converted is loaded into the workspace in a given name and format. If the file was unable to
open, then the error message, Failed to open the file, will be displayed.
Step 2: In the next step the raw image was resized according to the requirement. If the given values are 0 and 0, the
image will not be resized.
Step 3: Then the program checks the loaded image for its pixel depth. If the image loaded is not of 8-bit or 16-bit, then
the program displays the error message, Only 8-bit and 16-bit images are supported.
Step 4: In the next step, the program writes the encoding format of the file (1651 1 0 0 0). The above encoding format
shows that the data are in little endian format.
Step 5: According to the above mentioned format, the program starts converting an image into hexadecimal numbers.
Then the converted hexadecimal image was stored in a specified location.
In the final output, each line of the converted image contains a single word (32 bits) of data. If it is 8-bit pixel depth,
each line in the output text file contains four pixels worth of data and the 16-bit pixel depth data has each line in the
output text file with two pixels worth of data.
IV. CONTRAST STRETCHING
Contrast is the difference in visual properties which make an object (or its representation in an image) distinguishable
from other objects and the background. In visual perception of the real world, contrast is determined by the difference in
the colour and brightness of the object and the other objects within the same field of view. Contrast generally refers to the
difference in luminance or grey level values in an image and is an important characteristic. It can be defined as the ratio
of the maximum intensity to the minimum intensity over an image [1]. Contrast stretching is a common technique used
for better visualization of an image by evenly distributing the intensity histogram values. It is mostly used in fields like
computer vision, medical imaging, automation using visual processing, etc. The principal objective of enhancement is to
process an image so that the result is more suitable than the original image for a specific application. The word specific is
important, because it establishes at the outset that the techniques are oriented to the problem. Thus, for example, a
method that is quite useful for enhancing X-ray images may not necessarily be the best approach for enhancing pictures
of Mars transmitted by a space probe. Regardless of the method used, however, image enhancement [25] is one of the
most interesting and visually appealing areas of image processing. Contrast ratio [1, 26] has a strong bearing on the
resolving power and detectability of an image. Larger this ratio, more easy it is to interpret the image. For images with
low contrast in greyscale, the contrast stretching is done along with histogram equalization [28-30].
A. Linear Contrast Stretching
This method has the simplest contrast stretching algorithm. A linear relationship is followed between the grey values
in the original and modified images [27]. The raw image is first converted into grey scale and the histogram of the image
is found. From the histogram, a density number in the low range of the original histogram is assigned to extremely black
and a value at the high end is assigned to extremely white, while the remaining pixel values will be distributed linearly
between these extremes. Fig. 1 shows the graphical representation of linear contrast stretching operation [31]. Optimal
contrast and colour variation were provided by the small range grey values in each band which was stretched to the full
brightness range of the output image.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 1 (a) Frequency of Histogram of low contrast image, (b) Linear contrast stretch transformation, (c) Frequency of
Histogram of min-max linear contrast stretched image sample line graph using colours which contrast well.
B. Non-Linear Contrast Stretching
In this type, a non-linear transformation [32] is followed by the input and output values of contrast stretching. The
general form of the non-linear contrast enhancement is defined by y = f (x), where x is the input and y is the output. Nonlinear contrast enhancement techniques were used for enhancing the colour contrast between the subclasses and nearly
classes of a main class. A type of non linear contrast stretch involves scaling the input data logarithmically. This
enhancement has the greatest impact on the brightness values found in the darker part of the histogram. It could be
reversed to enhance values in the brighter part of histogram by scaling the input data using an inverse log function.
Histogram equalization [33, 34] is another non-linear contrast enhancement technique. In this technique, the histogram of
the original image is redistributed to produce a uniform population density. This is obtained by grouping certain adjacent
grey values. Thus, the number of grey levels in the enhanced image is less than that of the grey levels in the original
image. A major disadvantage of non-linear contrast stretching is that each value of the input image has more than one
output value, hence making the objects in accordance with the original image, there is a lose in correct relative brightness
value.
C. Algorithm for Contrast Stretching
Step 1. A histogram for loaded hex format grey scale image was taken and stored in an array.
Step 2. For each pixel value, the histogram or PDF (probability density function) is computed.
Step 3. In the next step CDF (Cumulative Distribution Function) is taken and stored in an array.
Step 4. Two bins corresponding to lower percentile and upper percentile were calculated.
Step 5. Finally, a linear scaling function is applied with respect to the lower and upper percentile values.
V. IMPLEMENTATION
The CCStudio file format dictates that each line contains a single word (32 bits) of data. So, to use the
save_ccs_data_file to generate a data file (.dat), the string uint8 should be passed in as the second argument. Since each
word consists of four bytes (32 bits), each line in the output text file contains four pixels worth of data.
The function assumes little-endian ordering, i.e., bytes are numbered from right to left within a word, with the
most significant bytes in a word having a larger address. The C6713 architecture is unique in that it is bi-endian, meaning
that depending on the build options it can be either little endian or big endian. In order to run the save_ccs_data_file
correctly, the build options for the project must be set to little endian (which is the default setting). The function
save_ccs_data_file was created using OpenCV 2.4.7 which was configured with Visual Studio 2010 Professional. The
converted image (.dat) is then loaded to a Texas Instrument based TMS320C6713 DSK DSP Kit using the Code
Compresser Studio 507849-6001A.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this work, we implemented the save_ccs_data_file function and tested it on various images for data conversion and
contrast stretching. The snap shot of the input raw image and its corresponding output image are shown in Fig. 2. The
function developed in OpenCV provides a tool for easily experiencing the benefits of DSP application in image
processing. In the case of the MATLAB, the code is lengthy and consumes more time for the same conversion. The total
time taken for the conversion in OpenCV falls less than 3 s. Further, the data conversion and contrast stretching
implemented in the TMS320C6713 DSP Starter Kit clearly indicated that the data conversion reduces the time of
conversion and the contrast stretching improves the quality of the image for clear visualization of the input image.

(a)

(b)
(c)
Fig. 2 Raw images (a, c) and their contrast stretched images (b, d).
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In MATLAB, the resize of an image must be done before the conversion. But in our program, we can define the output
size of an image in the same function. The program so developed can be directly ported in the CCS environment,
whereas in MATLAB the same is done using SimuLink and then the code is ported into CCS, which will reduce the
compilation time of the application program.
We have attempted to mitigate image conversion, to support integrated accelerators or co-processors. Since
OpenCV is the open source free software for academic and commercial use, the program developed in this software
environment supports various imaging applications very efficiently at no cost. Images of all formats and all sizes were
tested and it was found that the program converted the image file formats efficiently in less than 3 s. The created function
supports both 8-bit (uint8) and 16-bit (uint16) raw pixel depth formats for uploading the image data in the DSP
environment.
A function generating .cmd and .pjt files in OpenCV will be developed to perform all these operations automatically
without user intervention in CCS.
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